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Details of Visit:

Author: Hello Mr Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

MKE location in Fenny. Very good premises. Showers. Good reception and telephone service. And
thankfully always try and keep us punters out of sight of each other. 

The Lady:

Beautiful, brown hair, brown eyes, big tits, very pretty face. Lovely personality, chatty, flirty gives a
great service. 

The Story:

I have seen Morgan serval times so this is somewhat of an amalgamation of my visits.

Quick shower and paperwork sorted. Morgan enters the room, she lays down on the bed with me
chatting away like old friends. She starts kissing me. Full on snoging or DFK in true punting
parlance. Morgan moves downwards and gives me great OWO lots of hand action and eye contact.
I politely ask - any chance of a rimming? She keenly obliges as I squat down dodgy style and she
licks my arsehole. Feels so great. Never thought as a straight guy I would ever enjoy a bit of bum
play... But punting teaches you about all kinds of things. I rubber up and give her a good hard
fucking. I've got a larger dick than some but she takes it with enthusiasm. She then grinds her cunt
around on my cock until she comes with a pulsating orgasm. She then gives me OWO with lots of
hand to mouth play with eye contact, she gives me vocal encouragement with lots of 'oh yeahs' and
'like that baby?' Until I explode in her mouth with a CIM finish. We then clean up and chat like old
friends. Lovely lady, certainly one of the best, treat her well gents. Highly recommended! 
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